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ABSTRACT 

The new urban scenario of India clearly suggests that the development and investment towards 

the small and medium Town of India. Focus of Mckinsey report of developing India clearly 

suggests that the development of small and medium town. Master Plan of mother city Patna 

suggested Hajipur as a city for future development to release the pressure from Patna. Hajipur is 

directly connected with all other small growth centers of Bihar like Muzaffarpur, Saran and 

Samastipur. There is a single bridge which connects Patna and Hajipur without any direct 

railway connectivity and this Mahatma Gandhi Bridge is also the single source of connectivity 

through the road. All other growth centers are connected with Patna by a single bridge via 

Hajipur. Hajipur is the best suitable location for the industrial development, especially for small 

scale industry. Patna and Hajipur has a huge potential to develop as a concept of twin-city. 

There are so many problems exist within the city and due to which city is not able to explore its 

potential. There is a flood affected area within the municipal boundary, limited water supply 

system, no sewerage system and people are dependent on septic tank, use of land for speculation 

purpose and 6 hours regular use of diesel generators. The city need to diagnosis from the very 

basic level with the understanding of its potential and requirement, spatially, economically, 

environmentally and through city governance.  

Keywords: Sustainable Development, Hajipur, Satellite town, Twin city, Spatial Strategies, 

Economic Strategies 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Population growth pattern of Indian metro cities reveals that, metro cities cannot hold the entire 

pressure of population in upcoming 20 years. As a result we are introducing new satellite towns for 

all metro cities. We cannot deny the decentralization as an only solution of planning for metro 

cities which indicates the probability for the emergence of satellite towns in India. At present 

Indian metro cities are already facing an additional pressure of population and they not even able to 

provide basic infrastructure. In such a critical situation emergence of satellite towns have been in 

an organic manner and not in a planned way which may lead these cities on the verge of abysmal 

situation. So, the Indian cities do require a vision to handle the pressure of population in advance 
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for future. Also, visualization of the satellite towns in the primary stages itself should be 

incorporated in the master plans of metro cities. So it is clear indicator that the development of 

small town is prerequisite for urban sustenance. 

2. SCANNING CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF SATELLITE CITIES:  

2.1. Distance criteria: Cities and towns should be located outside the metropolitan region and at a 

distance of 100 KM from the mother city. 

2.2. Population criteria: Cities and towns with population 3 lakhs and above. 

2.3. Connectivity / Accessibility criteria: Cities and towns located on specific growth corridor and 

high speed connectivity to the mother city. 

2.4. Consideration of existing cities acting like counter magnets: Plans and proposals are to be 

noted and should have an inherent investment/ industrial base. 

3. JUSTIFICATION OF THE CASE STUDY HAJIPUR: 

The new urban scenario of India clearly suggests that the development and investment towards the 

small and medium Town of India. Focus of Mckinsey report of developing India clearly suggests 

that the development of small and medium town. Despite these national focus issues there are some 

unique causes which suggests some potential towards the study of small town. 

 

Fig 1: Landuse map of Hajipur with proposed national highway 
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Master Plan of mother city Patna suggested Hajipur as a city for future development to release the 

pressure from Patna. Hajipur is directly connected with all other small growth centers of Bihar like 

Muzaffarpur, Saran and Samastipur. There is a single bridge which connects Patna and Hajipur 

without any direct railway connectivity and this Mahatma Gandhi Bridge is also the single source 

of connectivity through the road. All other growth centers are connected with Patna by a single 

bridge via Hajipur. Hajipur is the best suitable location for the industrial development, specially 

small scale industry. Patna and Hajipur has a huge potential to develop as a concept of twin-city. 

4. TRIGGERS OF POPULATION GROWTH IN HAJIPUR 
There are so many projections methods out of which Arithmetic Projection is best suitable 

according to the triggers of population growth and future scope of development. 

1. Hajipur is the nearest urban growth center of Patna. 

2. Upcoming two Bridges on Ganga, Road and Rail both. 

3. Consideration of government for water transport in Ganga and Gandak. 

4. Hajipur is directly connected with the other cities of Bihar like Sonpur, Muzaffarpur and 

Saran. 

5. Hajipur is a potential hub of local resource based small scale Industries. 

6. Availability of Urban Land. 

5. MIGRATION TRENDS OF HAJIPUR 

Migration during 1981-91 in Hajipur was just due to industrial development in Hajipur. But this 

time industry is not just a reason of in-migration of Hajipur. Out of the total migration percentage 

of SC/ST is continuously decreasing. Percentages of general migrants are continuously increasing. 

At present the purpose of migration has been changed, education and business are the two most 

important sectors which stimulating the migration. During 1981 to 1991 the migrants are basically 

labour class and schedule caste in the search of unskilled jobs but right now during 2001 to 2011 

the scenario has been changed and Student, Property investors, migrated family for the education 

of children and teachers are introduced as migrants in Hajipur city. 

 

Fig 2: Category wise migration trends of Hajipur 
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Migration trend of Hajipur is showing that it has been changed from last five years and not just 

labors but a lot of in migration can be seen for education and business purpose which is showing 

the potential of growth in the population of commuters in future in Hajipur. 

6. ECONOMIC BASE OF HAJIPUR 

At present there are 39 wards in the Hajipur Municipal Corporation. Over the years the city has 

harnessed the agricultural base to develop its industrial and tertiary sectors. The main working 

population of Hajipur is 25% of the total population. There are three industrial areas in Hajipur, the 

main one being the Hajipur Industrial Estate established by Bihar Industrial Agro Development 

Authority (BIADA). There are 97 agro-based industries in Hajipur and out of the 127 industries 

based in the Industrial Estate; a little more than half are in operation. Like in other parts of urban 

Bihar, recent trends indicate gradual growth of the Tertiary sector, with an ever decreasing 

agricultural base. The economic base of Hajipur is dependent on Primary local resource based 

production industries and due to the proximity with Patna and available local market for 

vegetables. 

Table 1: Sector wise GDP contribution of Patna and Hajipur 

 

Patna Hajipur

Agriculture 2.32 12.36

Forestry 0.23 2.51

Fishing 0.13 3.95

Mining 0.01 0

Manufacturing MFG 1.39 9.68

Electricity, Gas & W.supply 0.23 0.78

Construction 3.94 16.34

Trade, Hotel & Restaurants 73.96 21.71

Railways 0.76 1.42

Transport by other means 2.69 3.25

Storage 0.07 0.1

Communication 0.68 1.75

Banking & Insurance 2.67 2.75

Real , Ownership of Dwel.,B. Ser. & Legal2.61 4.59

Public Adminis 3.47 5.42

Other Services 4.84 13.39
Source:- Department of Planning and Development, Govt. of Bihar 2008-09
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7. PROPOSED SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES  

7.1. Preparation of Perspective Plan integrated with Master Plan of Hajipur:  

At present there is no Master Plan Prepared for Hajipur and it is important to prepare as soon as 

possible to control the development of Hajipur and it should be integrated with the prospective 

plan. Patna provides it a huge potential for the economic development and Self-employment.   

Tertiary sector in Hajipur contributes maximum in economic generation (54%). Within the tertiary 

sector hotel and restaurants contributes maximum 21.71% economy generation. Manufacturing 

sector contributes 9.68% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is very high with respect to Patna 

1.39%. Fishing is also an important primary sector which contributes 3.95% of GDP and also has 

potential due to availability of Gandak River.  

7.2 Re-Densification of Residential Areas: 

Hajipur is a low density development with overall town density of 75 people per hectare. Gross and 

net densities are also having some scope of development with 156 and 278 people per hectare. So 

the residential areas which have very low density should be developed. 

7.3 Provision of Park and recreational spaces to improve the quality of life: 

In the whole city recreational Landuse is 1.42% of the total landuse which is very low in 

comparison to Urban Development Plan Formulation and Implementation (UDPFI) standard and it 

is indication of poor quality of life existence in the city. So provision of park and public spaces is 

very important and it should be at least more than 10% of the total landuse.  

7.4 Proposal of organized whole sale market near the new bypass road: 

Due to the traffic congestion the present wholesale market is absolutely unorganized and it must be 

shifted to near the new bypass road where required space is available. The new proposed whole 

sale market must be well organized. 

7.5 Residents of Identified flood area every year must be shift in either in this area which is less 

vulnerable or outside of this area: 

At present 43.6 hectare residential landuse under the identified flood zone and life of the people 

residing in this area are vulnerable. The population of this area is 510 which is quite high and they 

are dependent to river for their livelihood so they should shifted partially flood affected zone to 

reduce the risk of their lives.  

They cannot be shifted to the other place because of their dependency on river. They also make 

some craft from famous “Sikki grass” of Bihar which actually found near the bank of Ganga and 

Gandak River. 
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7.6 No objection certificate should mandatory for any construction within the boundary of 

Municipal Council. 

To restrict the new construction in other landuse it is important to control over the situation. Due to 

lack of Master Plan landuse of the city is not identified and private developers and builders can 

take advantages of the situation so it should be mandatory.  

7.7 Zoning of the city for the implication of Transferable Development Right for land 
acquisition: 

Government land in the city is just 0.94% of the total landuse so for any further development it 

important to acquire land from private sector and for this zoning of is very important so that a 

“Public Private Partnership (PPP)” model can be adopted for the future development. “Transferable 

Development Right” zoning will not just helpful for land acquisition, but also for the development 

of PPP model projects. 

7.8 Provision of Accommodation Reservation for new development because Government land is 
not available 

7.9 Clearly identified flood area every year must be used as a recreational park and water park 

7.10 All vacant plots (3 years) will be charged with municipal tax and amendment must be 

incorporated in municipal taxation. 

8. PROPOSED ECONOMIC STRATEGIES 

Hajipur has a great potential of craft not just due to availability of famous “Sikki Grass” but also 

due to famous Sonpur Cattle fair which provide a great platform to the artisan sector. Low and 

medium class people are dependent of the craft production and it contributes in GDP significantly.  

Hajipur is well connected to the urban center of Patna on one side and has strong connectivity 

through national highways to other regions of economic importance. But due to the bad 

connectivity of road a new mode of transport should be introduced because of available water 

potential. So water transport will play a very important role to enhance the economic activity.  

a) Provision Supply side Linkages 

b) Promotion of Primary Processed Food 

c) Provision of Agro-Clinics and Agro-Business Centers (ABCs) 

d) Promotion of Organic Farming, Floriculture, Nurseries 

e) Development of Bio-Seed Research and Production Centers 

f) Promotion of Fish Farming & Aquaculture 

g) Promotion of Apiary & Honey Production 

h) Promotion of Craft/Artisan Sector 
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i) Establishment of a Multi-Product Food Park (MPFP) 

 

Multi production Food Park will definitely promote the business activity within the region and it 

will provide a permanent business to the producers of primary sector like food, fruits like Lichi and 

Mango and flowers. 

9. ENVIRONMENTAL STRATEGIES 

A sustainable development of Hajipur is feasible only if proper environmental strategies will be 

developed, implemented and adheres to. Following few strategies have been identified and 

mentioned here: 

a. Provision of 100% water supply system to fulfill the demand of 18.2 Million Liter per Day 

(MLD) @ 135 liter per capita per day (lpcd) according to UDPFI standard 

b. Installation of Water treatment Plant to serve 3 Lakhs Capacity 

c. Basic municipal guidelines for the installment of septic tank must be adopted and it must be 

followed. 

d. Provision of 100% sanitation system within the city to prevent ground water contamination 

e. Provision of 24 hours electricity with increment of power from Supply Grid of Patna 

f. Provision of all new proposed Red category industries in South direction 

10. CONCLUSION 

The paper aims to suggest strategy for the development of small towns and necessity of their 

identification for development. Hajipur has been taken as a case study of development model and 

final outcomes has been reveled in the forms of spatial, environmental and economic strategies of 

development. So it is very necessary to understand the city potential and advance preparation of 

development for small town. 
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